ACME X8200 Immortal drone

Drones and water do not get along – old news! Embrace
yourself for drone which does not short out if accidentally
crashes into the water. It simply floats and remains ready to
take off. Yes, you understood correct – it may take off from
and land on the water! In addition to that, the body of the
drone is made of soft yet incredibly durable plastic to
endure crashes, unsafe landings or even clashes with other
drones! All this makes the drone very fun to play with and try
to “beat” or simply start to learn the navigation of the drone
itself. In addition to that, the drone has headless mode
meaning front is front and back is back all the time,
regardless of where your drone is pointing at. ACME X8200
Immortal drone features 8 stickers which allow you to make
your own unique drone. Worth to mention is red colour of
the drone - immortal drone will be always visible in any
weather or environment conditions. No need to mention
other great functions such as 360° flips, one key return or
different speed modes.

Features
Splash-proof
The drone can land, float and take off
the calm water surface

Shockproof
Thanks to soft yet durable plastic the
drone is almost impossible to break

Headless mode
Front is front and back is back all the
time, regardless of where your drone is
pointing at

Custom design
8 stickers allow to create your own
authentic drone

Other functions
360° flips, one key return, three speed
modes

ACME X8200 Immortal drone
Technical Specifications
Gross depth (mm)

120.00 mm

Gross depth master carton

380.00 mm

Gross height (mm)

217.00 mm

Gross height master carton

450.00 mm

Gross weight

0.79 kg

Gross width (mm)

340.00 mm

Speed modes

3

Headless mode

Yes

LED indicators

Yes

Colour

Red

Width

310 mm

Height

72 mm

Length

310 mm

360° flips

Yes

One key return

Yes

Battery type

Li-Po

Battery capacity

400 mAh

Working time

Up to 10 min

Charging time

Up to 60 min h

Charging

via USB

Control distance

Up to 60 m

Tare weight (kg)

0.51 kg

Tare weight master carton

3.92 kg

TI weight (kg)

0.01 kg

Volume (m3)

0.01 m³

Weight

70 kg

Control

2.4 GHz remote controller

Gross width master carton

370.00 mm

Net weight

0.29 kg

Net weight master carton

1.72 kg

Packing quantity

6.00 pc(s)

Palette Qty

108.00 pc(s)

PET

140.00 g

Type of battery

Accumulator

Embeeded battery

Yes

WEEE tax

Yes

WEE classification

CL109:5:2017-04-01

Paper/Pasteboard

366.00 g

Classification of battery

CL126:NE:2016-12-09

Ordering Details

Shipping Specifications

Model

ACME X8200 Immortal drone

Inner carton, pcs

-

Product No

508925

Master carton, pcs

-

EAN code

4770070880456

Pallet, cartons

-

Master carton weight Netto, kg

-

Master carton weight Brutto, kg

-

Product weight Netto, kg

-

Product weight Brutto, kg

-

Dimensions
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Dimensions (product) (D x W x H), mm

-

Dimensions (package) (D x W x H), mm

-

Dimensions (inner carton) (D x W x H), mm

-

Dimensions (master carton) (D x W x H), mm

-

Volume of master carton, cbm

-

